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ABSTRACT

The recent expansion of tree plantations is the most important agrarian change in many parts of Brazil. This article uses the results of extensive field research to analyse the different ways paper and pulp companies assure their land base for eucalyptus plantations. The mechanisms of land access have changed little over the decades, amounting to a process of primitive accumulation which seems to be controlled by the ways the pulp industry influences land markets and prices, the strength of any resistance, and particularly the government support enjoyed by industry. Many paper and steel companies, either directly or indirectly, are increasingly relying on eucalyptus plantations, with negative impacts in many places. The expansion of tree monocultures with rural exclusion is characteristic of the wider phenomenon of land grab which is driven by the dominating financial logic of current capitalism.

INTRODUCTION

Brazilian agrarian change is playing an increasingly important role in global natural resource politics. Rising levels of natural resource extraction in Brazil, particularly the expansion of the export-oriented plantation economy, is pushing land cover changes, social changes and market transformations. An increasing proportion of the Brazilian territory is being used for industrial plantations, including trees, agrofuels and genetically modified soybean (IBGE, 2006a). In 1995, 41.8 million ha of Brazil's land area were used for fields (lavouras); in 2006, the figure was 76.7 million ha (ibid.). Much of the increase was from the expansion of industrial plantations, which covered 70.5 per cent of fields in 2006 (the rest being used by family farms) (IBGE, 2006b). Charcoal and pulpwood plantations use fast-wood forestry of eucalyptus trees (with a rotation of two to ten years) to produce fibre for charcoal and paper pulp production. In 2006, Brazil had over 3.5 million ha of eucalyptus plantations (Piketty et al., 2009: 181). By 2011, eucalyptus had expanded to cover more than 5 million ha, representing about 70 per cent of Brazil’s total tree plantation cover of over 7 million ha (ABRAF, 2011: 44). Brazil will soon be the leading global exporter of chemical pulp, with the main destinations being China, the USA and Germany (Finnish Forest Industries Federation, 2009). The rising demand from China alone will maintain heavy pressure on Brazilian land, encouraging rapid eucalyptus expansion.

This article assesses the different mechanisms, the unifying logic and the consequences of the process by which tree plantations have expanded in Brazil. Most mechanisms are driven by the state–industry alliance, though mounting resistance since 2004 has started to influence the pace and style of expansion. The main argument presented here is that ‘private’ pulp corporations continue to expand largely because the state is providing them with land to do so, and that this land is being taken from users who have common or collective claims. There is evidence that the main process is characterized by primitive accumulation, or accumulation by dispossession, following the financial logic dominant in the current phase of capitalism. Harvey (2003) and
Sassen (2010) argue that Marx's primitive accumulation is still prevalent in the expanding resource frontiers of most extraction industries, and dispossession and financialization have become its central mechanisms. According to this theory, by expanding tree plantations over state, indigenous, peasant, afro-Brazilian and other publicly or commonly inhabited or uninhabited land, companies are able to seize zero-cost or low-cost land assets and turn them to private, profitable use. The state has largely preferred to provide land titles to key corporations rather than to smallholders. Corporate land access which directly or indirectly causes the exclusion of poor, non-documented tenant farmers and rural populations that comprise indigenous, extractive and other traditional communities — which are then fenced off from these lands — can be characterized as accumulation by dispossession.

The findings on which this article is based are the result of extensive field research between 2004 and 2011, involving representatives of all relevant actors in the pulpwood plantation expansion or its resistance in Brazil. The research included extensive participant observation and 150 semi-structured interviews with key informants (twenty-one public officials, twenty-four pulp industry representatives, ten medium- or large-scale contract farmers of eucalyptus, and ninety-five activists and/or rural dwellers), enabling the author to see such expansion in practice and to ask questions about how it has taken place. The methods included ethnography and triangulation through systematic comparison of established areas and emerging ‘frontiers’ of eucalyptus cultivation. The goal of the article is to present, as holistically as possible, the central correlations and causal relationships operating in this expansion. For this, both statistical inference and qualitative analysis are used, going through the entire body of interviews and primary material, and analysing the dominant themes, patterns, exceptions and contradictions in order to explore and explain the causes and consequences of eucalyptus expansion.

TREE MONOCULTURES AND RURAL EXCLUSION

Primitive Accumulation

With the concept of primitive accumulation, Marx illustrated a process of ‘taking land, say, enclosing it, and expelling a resident population to create a landless proletariat, and then releasing the land into the privatized mainstream of capital accumulation’ (Harvey, 2003: 149). Harvey (ibid.: 145) summarizes the classic mechanisms of primitive accumulation:

These include the commodification and privatization of land and the forceful expulsion of peasant populations; the conversion of various forms of property rights (common, collective, state, etc.) into exclusive private property rights; the suppression of rights to the commons; the commodification of labour power and the suppression of alternative (indigenous) forms of production and consumption; colonial, neo-colonial, and imperial processes of appropriation of assets (including natural resources); the monetization of exchange and taxation, particularly of land; the slave trade; and usury, the national debt, and ultimately the credit system as radical means of primitive accumulation.

Harvey redefines the process as ‘accumulation by dispossession’, given that the mechanisms of primitive accumulation have changed: 'Some of the mechanisms of primitive accumulation that Marx emphasized have been fine-tuned to play an even stronger role now than in the past ... above all we have to look at the speculative raiding carried out by hedge funds and other major institutions of finance capital as the cutting
edge of accumulation by dispossession in recent times’ (ibid.: 147). New mechanisms, such as the patenting and licensing of genetic material and wholesale commodification of nature in all its forms, are typical of accumulation by dispossession.

The alternative is accumulation without dispossession (see Arrighi et al., 2011; Hart, 2002), in which domestic markets expand, reproduction costs decrease, and the quality of the labour force is raised by rural development and industrialization that do not drive people off the land; classic examples are China and some East Asian countries. A forestry-based example is found in the decentralized agroforestry system in the Nordic countries, where forests — which are mostly not monoculture tree plantations but include multiple species — are owned predominantly by a wide array of families (see Kuisma et al., 1999; Nylund, 2009).

Harvey (2003: 145–6) argues that the primitive accumulation identified by Marx is still powerfully present, as ‘many formerly common property resources, such as water, have been privatized (often at World Bank insistence) and brought within the capitalist logic of accumulation’ and ‘family farming has been taken over by agribusiness’, especially in the global South. For Sassen (2010: 25), the focus of the current logic of capitalism is not ‘the “valuing” of people as workers and consumers, but the expulsion of people and the destruction of traditional capitalisms to feed the needs of high finance and the needs for natural resources’.

Sassen’s point on labour/capital has recently been confirmed and strengthened by Li’s (2011) work on ‘recentering labour in the land grab debate’. Li’s labour perspective highlights the lack of jobs generated, illustrating that large-scale land acquisition, promoted by the World Bank and many governments, is unlikely to result in poverty reduction: ‘In much of the global South, the anticipated transition from the farm to factory has not taken place and education offers no solution, as vast numbers of educated people are unemployed’ (Li, 2011: 281). Agribusiness expansion ‘excludes’ traditional rural communities from customary land rights (and thus jobs), intensifies the power of financial capital, and in the best case, only leaves conditional options for ‘incorporation’ (Li, 2011; Sassen, 2010). Far larger numbers of people are ‘expelled’ than ‘incorporated’, however. The expansion of eucalyptus plantations and the simultaneous dispossession and curbing of agrarian reform in Brazil is a case in point.

Dispossession

Between the 1960s and 1980s, tree plantation companies acquired Brazilian land through harsh means. In many regions, the land access mechanisms depicted in a Ministry of the Environment report are still common:

Before the company establishes itself in the region, men arrive wearing the clothes of rich farmers, driving pick-ups and wanting to buy land from small producers. Even though it was argued that there were no cases of death or explicit physical violence, the non-articulation and non-organization of local farmers put them into too vulnerable a position to take an informed decision. (MMA, 2005: 37)

Since its establishment in 1975, the Pastoral Land Commission (CPT) has extensively documented both indirect and direct brutal rural violence (including murders, slavery, criminalization of resistance and deprivation of livelihoods) inherent in (tree) plantation expansion. For example, in the state of Amapá, the court found Champion, a company exporting trees for pulp production, guilty of acquiring land illegally, using grileiros and
extortion (MMA, 2005: 37). Some of these accounts led to the transfer of tree plantation lands back to traditional communities.

In the states of Pará, Amapá and Maranhão, particularly, plantations destined to produce pulp or charcoal drove ancient communities and small-scale farmers from their lands. A Parliamentary Investigation (CPI) in 2004 recommended that 370,000 ha of state land occupied by the eucalyptus plantations of the multinational corporation Jarí Celulose be parcelled and distributed to subsistence farmers in an attempt to resolve the land conflicts resulting from massive dispossession (MMA, 2005: 40). During the 1960s and 1970s, the Jarí Project in Brazil invaded indigenous land, ‘like most other MNCs’ (Arruda et al., 1975: 164). This occurred all around the world, not just in Brazil; as Marchak (1995: 14) alleges ‘where there are still indigenous peoples, both forestry in natural stands and plantations deprive them of land. Typically, they are dispersed or pushed to the margins of the forest’. According to the North American Congress on Latin America (NACLA), the company Aracruz Celulose in Espírito Santo:

Illegally appropriated land from the Tupinikim and Guarani, building its first factory in an aldeia called Macacos. This was easy, since there were no formal registers of indigenous populations or their lands. Moreover, the corporation had the full support of municipal, state, and federal governments, and was able to acquire land through a variety of ways, including grilagem, or falsifying deeds. (Kenfield, 2007: 10)

During the military dictatorship (1964–84), pulp companies such as Aracruz enclosed peasant, Indian and Quilombo lands, driving communities out of forests (Ferreira, 2009; Myllylä and Takala, 2010). This has left a legacy of complex land conflicts surrounding contemporary pulp businesses in the places where rural populations were displaced and where resistance movements have managed to mobilize and bring their grievances to public knowledge (Kröger, 2011). These conflicts are the result of both predatory schemes and latent conflicts given impetus through the introduction of forest companies into the areas.

Illegal land grabbing, or grilagem, is a commonly used mechanism for creating private property in Brazil, particularly in the ‘pioneer’ frontiers where capitalism expands into ‘Deep Brazil’; many military government officials supported and/or used it as an unofficial tool for creating large-scale properties for themselves or others (Asselin, 2009). All of the ninety-five activists interviewed, as well as two of the ten contract farmers and eleven of the twenty-one public officials, suggested that pulp companies accessed land through grilagem which led to dispossession. None of the twenty-four pulp industry representatives interviewed said directly that companies would have used grilagem, even though firms (such as Veracel) which have been caught planting on community lands have claimed they were unaware of having bought land illegally grabbed previously by the seller (Kröger and Nylund, 2012). Ferreira (2009) has done extensive and well-documented research in notary offices in Espírito Santo showing in detail how communal land ended up in the hands of Aracruz via grilagem. Another example is the new Suzano pulp venture at Imperatriz in the Eastern Amazon state of Maranhão that used a thickly forested land populated by indigenous and traditional communities (now mostly deforested) to expand its eucalyptus plantations within a land grab trajectory that started in the 1970s (author’s fieldwork, spring 2011). The ‘grilagem arrived as the best instrument of [capital’s] domination, turning the so-called “free” lands into capitalism’s privileged means of incorporation’ (Asselin, 2009: 29). Multilateral agencies and governments have supported this process by offering extensive incentives for plantations.
Governments have also controlled who is defined as a ‘landowner’ or a ‘squatter’, and the procedures by which one could 'legally' ratify a landholder status; the Quilombo and Indigenous populations living in forests were in the worst position to be able to defend their case. The forest land they used was seized at zero cost by companies backed by governments. To prevent this from happening, the communities would have had to demarcate and register their lands in notary offices, and the state Department of Lands and Cartography would have had to approve their claims. In Espírito Santo, for example, the state was much more inclined to name the community lands as 'unused' (devoluta), and thus state land, available to be given to Aracruz. This was a form of juridical expropriation, an institutionalized and legalized grigalem (Ferreira, 2009).

While similar effects were visible with other forms of agricultural expansion, the creation of a tree plantation-based paper industry was a key developmental goal of the military dictatorship (Kröger and Nylund, 2012), and the role of the state was more prominent. Whereas cattle ranch expansion on the northern pioneer frontier was often organized by private farmer groups from the south (Jepson, 2006), eucalyptus expansion was more clearly a state-led project. The dispossession was therefore more complete, leaving fewer or no clear channels for resistance: state institutions — the last resort for claims — were not impartial. For example, during the dictatorship, the state of Espírito Santo created the Institute of Agroforestry Development (IDAF) to oversee the process. In spite of requests by the National Institute of Colonization and Agrarian Reform (INCRA) and indigenous movements, IDAF has not opened up its archives to explain how devoluta lands were defined (Ferreira, 2009).

**EUCALYPTUS PULP AND DEVELOPMENT**

Eucalyptus monoculture-based pulp investments started being planned in the 1960s by government–industry alliances and powerful agents in the globalizing political economy, such as the World Bank, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and forest industry corporations (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996). The global capitalist setting in which eucalyptus monocultures surged is arguably a post-colonial legacy. Colonization in Brazil established a plantation society as early as the 1530s (Schwartz, 1984) and the relationships forged through plantation hierarchies continue to dominate much of rural society today. Inequality, poverty, maldevelopment and violence were exacerbated by the opening up of the Brazilian economy to foreign markets through rapid neoliberalization in the 1990s and the increasingly fierce penetration of Brazilian capital into a global agro-industrial market. Within the forestry sector, global investors seeking maximum profit have, since the 1990s, become influential actors in financing forest trade, resulting in extremely streamlined pulp plants (Lehtinen, 2002). Cheap transportation costs, efficient tree plantations, and liberal globalization and legislation meant Brazilian pulp producers reaped high profit margins, had extremely low cost structures, and captured global pulp markets: this can be seen in the companies' annual reports. Growing demand, low costs and lack (or flexibilization) of regulation promoted the unrestrained expansion of eucalyptus, although in some cases public officials and movements have managed to slow down the pace of this expansion (Kröger, 2011).

Tree plantation expansion often directly challenges local pro-poor agrarian reform programmes and movements, and is conflictive (Gerber, 2010), especially where rural population density is high, livelihoods are tied to land, and peasants are organized (Kröger, 2011). Brazil boasts a mosaic of rural population histories, agroforestry and other Amerindian and traditional cultivation and resource extraction systems (Miller, 2007);
this is rapidly changing as monoculture expands, commoditizing and homogenizing the countryside, pushing an agribusiness system that does not create jobs but is capital intensive (Brandão, 2007). In 1985, agriculture employed about 23.4 million Brazilians; by 2006 this figure had dropped to only 16.5 million (IBGE, 2006a). Eucalyptus plantations and large-scale pulp projects not only create fewer jobs, but also offer fewer economic synergy benefits than agriculture or other industries (De’Nadai et al., 2005; Teixeira and Guerra, 2000). Yet, expansion of industrial tree plantations (ITPs) has been closely correlated with state support.

The developmental impacts of this state policy are mixed and subject to debate (see Kröger and Nylund, 2012 for an analysis). On the one hand, pulp export brings hard foreign currency, vital for the trade balance, and massive investment increases nominal GDP; new plants provide up to 8,000 jobs during capacity construction phase, which lasts about two years; and the industry fosters the establishment of machinery factories in the industrial centre of São Paulo. However, once pulp mills are in operation, there are few jobs on offer, making the cost per created job and per used hectare very high (De’Nadai et al., 2005). Moreover, the possibilities for small-scale farming and related commerce and agro-industry development are curbed as land is concentrated on ITPs. The amount of tax paid is very limited (Joly, 2007), but huge burdens are placed on the infrastructure of rural municipalities by the needs of dispossessed populations; their inability to cope leads to marginalization, crime and other socio-environmental and political problems due to a skewed power structure (Carrere and Lohmann, 1996; Souza and Overbeek, 2008).

Eucalyptus plantations also have a strong environmental impact. The decision by the forest industry to focus on plantations rather than on natural forests has led to major transformations in the socio-economic and environmental landscapes in many rural areas of the global South (Marchak, 1995), including Brazil. In many cases, ITPs damage soil and regional water balances (see, for example, Carrere and Lohmann, 1996; Jackson et al., 2005; Koopmans, 2005) — qualities which are typically enhanced by natural forests. Calling tree monocultures ‘forests’, as is common within the industry, can hide the real lack of nature in industrial tree plantations (see Scott, 1998 for a discussion).

**BRAZIL’S INDUSTRIAL FORESTRY POLICY**

The working model of policy makers in developing the forest industry sector is clearly stated in a National Development Bank (BNDES) report as a cooperation between state, multinationals and national investors: ‘In the 60s, 70s and 80s, BNDES was an instrument guaranteeing the triple alliance between state, multinationals and national private investors. The planning, the follow-up and the financing of the pulp and paper industry by the Bank are a good example of this model’ (Juvenal and Mattos, 2002: 1). The state provided policy support through national forestry and pulp and paper industry plans, legislation and other regulative structures and, above all, through access to credit on relatively easy terms (Bull et al., 2006). Plans were put into operation by favoured companies, and local capital and entrepreneurs dominated the process. The Brazilian constitution has contradictory clauses on land property: environmental and land agencies execute policies that are at odds with each other, and peripheral areas, especially, do not offer effective property rights (Puppim de Oliveira, 2008). In many cases, if companies (many partly or fully state-owned) contravened laws, it was as a result of carrying out specific government policies. The establishment of ITPs was essentially ‘free’ and even had the potential to provide a net gain: due to fiscal incentives, the rate of return for landowners planting eucalyptus was 663 per cent (assuming zero land cost) (Bull et al., 2006: 19, 25–6). During this period, governments were offering
pulp companies ‘subsidies for start-up costs, taxation incentives, land grants, and relaxation of labour laws and other legislation’ all around the world (Marchak, 1995: 15), and Brazil was no exception. This led to wasteful expansion; 2 million of the 6 million ha planted during the military dictatorship proved commercially unusable (Bull et al., 2006), exacting heavy opportunity costs to local populations fenced off from the land.

The Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR) argues that incentives to the paper industry led to market distortions and ecological hazards: ‘Subsidies led to a greater concentration of land ownership and an increase in deforestation’ (Cossalter and Pye-Smith, 2003: 38). According to the Brazilian Ministry of the Environment (MMA, 2005: 52), the military government imposed the industrial plantation model with an iron hand, and ‘all attempts to rectify the situation were treated with the same formula of ignore–deny–suffocate’. Under the dictatorship, especially the Geisel government, rural development was based on large enterprises. This removed ‘petty production units, intensifying the proletarianisation of the Brazilian countryside and, simultaneously, marginalising a large sector of the rural population’ in a labour-transforming process in which the pulp entrepreneurs (such as the Norwegian Lorenzen of Aracruz, and Jari’s owner, the American Daniel Ludwig) played ‘an important role as a corporate agent’ (Arruda et al., 1975: 185).

Brazil’s governments have continued to pursue a macroeconomic policy in which developmental projects are focused on resource exports. In 2009, the BNDES lent US$ 69 billion, most of it going to the developmental projects of large corporations — an amount that far exceeded the World Bank loanbook (The Economist, 2010). BNDES financing has been the main force behind the highly capital-intensive pulp projects that have territorialized Brazil with such vigour since the late 1990s. Eucalyptus plantations require higher investments than the expansion of other industrial crops (Fingerl and Filho, 1998): a new million-ton pulp investment costs over 1 billion euros, while plantations cost 250–300 million euros. As a result, establishing production capacity is largely dependent on available state financing. Brazilian pulp entrepreneurs are in a privileged position (Kingstone, 1999: 234–5). Figure 1 shows the finance provided by the Brazilian government-controlled BNDES to the paper and pulp industry (BNDES, 2009), and the annual expansion of eucalyptus plantations destined for pulp production (Bracelpa, 2009). Particularly since 2000, the dramatic expansion of eucalyptus plantation lands is paralleled by the surge of state funding: there is co-movement over time between state funding and expansion.

Figure 1. The Correlation of State Financing and Pulp/Eucalyptus Plantation Expansion per Year (1996–2007)
Notes: Values on the y-axis are nominal; BNDES credits are shown in millions of reais; plantation expansion is shown in km². Sources: For financing, BNDES (2009); for plantation expansion, Bracelpa (2009).

Pulp investments using fast-wood eucalyptus normally manage to repay BNDES loans in record time (four to eight years), so financially it makes sense to invest in the expansion. BNDES provided half of the investment credits for Bahian Veracel Celulose and most of the credit for founding the new pulp giant Fibria, which enabled Votorantim Celulose e Papel (VCP) to buy Aracruz in 2009. The state-financing of ‘Big Pulp’ is in line with the general political economic strategy of Brazil (Kröger, 2012). Lessa (2010), a prominent Brazilian economist and former BNDES president, argues that Brazil’s economic stability in the past decade is principally based on the high prices of commodities. Structural questions such as extreme inequality are not discussed or addressed and the private sector is dominated by a rentier oligarchy that is neither interested nor willing to invest its own money, and therefore looks for speculative state-backed opportunities. These are all signs of the dominance of the financial logic of accumulation by dispossession in the current phase of Brazilian capitalism, which will be confirmed in the following broadly systematic and more detailed analyses of the data.

SYSTEMATIC COMPARISON ACROSS STATES

The best data available from state, industry, civil society and research institutes have been collected in Tables 1 and 2, allowing us to draw statistical inferences and assess correlations and anomalies across the major
eucalyptus pulp producing states. In Table 1, corporate land access types were divided into owned, rented/partnership, and outsourced, to see if these different forms show any relation to signs of primitive accumulation in areas of states where eucalyptus pulp plantations expanded in 2004–10. The numbers include only eucalyptus plantations of pulp companies, not those of other industries or plantations of other tree species. Table 1 also shows the relationship between land price and dispossession, based on general state-level data on land prices and displacement.21

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Planted area (’000 ha) by corporate land access type in 2009: a) Owned, b) Rented, c) Outsourced</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>Average price of pasture land in 2006, reais per ha</th>
<th>Families displaced by all land conflicts in 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bahia</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>1,297</td>
<td>4,327</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Espírito Santo</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3,882</td>
<td>1,335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maranhão</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>13,071</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mato Grosso do Sul</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,613</td>
<td>784</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minas Gerais</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>3,100</td>
<td>2,457</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pará</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>9,225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraná</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5,900</td>
<td>585</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rio Grande do Sul</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3,128</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Paulo</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>7,500</td>
<td>1,646</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,286</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes and sources:

1. Data on pulpwood extension and ownership-type in ’000 ha on 31 December 2009 (source: Bracelpa, 2010: 12). Only states with more than 16,000 ha of eucalyptus plantations were included in the analysis.

2. Source: Gasques et al. (2008: 9).
3. Includes all conflicts involving dispossession, expulsion, shootings, and takeover of capital, ITP and non-ITP related (source: CPT, 2011).

Table 1 shows a correlation between low land prices and higher displacement of families by land conflicts: the three states with the highest displacement in 2010 (Maranhão, Pará, Bahia, in bold in Table 1) had the lowest pasture land prices in 2006. According to the pulp companies, most eucalyptus expansion was onto former pasture lands: as companies moved into the peripheries with low land prices, rural families with unclear land tenure relations have been pushed, directly or indirectly, off the lands. Higher land prices, on the other hand, which are a sign of less peripheral settings, act as a barrier against accumulation by dispossession, which is, by definition, interested primarily in seizing control of assets at zero or low cost (Harvey, 2003). Paraná is an example of high land prices and relatively low expulsion rates; the process is happening there as well, but to a lesser degree. The limited primitive accumulation in Paraná also correlates with the distribution of corporate-owned and rented/outsourced eucalyptus land (in bold): this is the state in which access is most equally distributed between the three categories (52 per cent of total eucalyptus land is rented or outsourced, the rest is corporate-owned), signifying that revenues from sold wood or land use are more equally distributed.

Table 2 reduces the information in Table 1 into one column, labelled ‘accumulation by dispossession’ (ABD), which is the price of land divided by the number of families dispossessed: the lower the number, the higher the ABD in the state. The ABD is then compared with the nature of the dispossession, in terms of the presence (or absence) of typical signs of ABD in the eucalyptus pulpwood areas of that state. Fieldwork observations on five central and illustrative traits of primitive accumulation by eucalyptus expansion were coded in as columns in the Table (yes or no signifying their existence or not): occupation of agrarian reform lands/expulsion of peasants; planting on indigenous or afro-Brazilian territories; killing of or violence against rural people directly linked to companies and the police (at times directly financed by the pulp companies); depletion of communal water resources by eucalyptus plantations; and replacement of native vegetation (forests, cerrado, pampa) by plantations. The particular indicators for each observation are listed in footnotes.

Table 2 shows that Maranhão (ABD 0.014), Pará (ABD figure 0.065) and Bahia (0.299) are the states where accumulation by dispossession has been most common: the land prices have been the lowest and the number of dispossessed families the highest. Next follow Minas Gerais, Mato Grosso do Sul, Espírito Santo and São Paulo, with ABD figures ranging from 1.261 to 4.556. Paraná (10.085) and Rio Grande do Sul (28.180) are in a rank of their own, with the least sign of general accumulation by dispossession. It is interesting to compare these figures with the pulp conflicts. Fieldwork and interviews revealed that in the latter two states, the landless movements were mostly attracting people from the cities’ favelas as there were no longer many rural dwellers. In Rio Grande do Sul, disputes were centred on trying to occupy large tracts of unused latifúndio farms to push for direct action land reform where INCRA is forced to establish agrarian reform settlement before a pulp company could buy the same land tract for eucalyptus planting. However, the other, more specific signs of dispossession were present in pulp conflicts, particularly in the form of pre-emptive enclosure of suitable land and the use of violence against activists.
Table 2. *Accumulation by Dispossession, and Signs of Eucalyptus Pulp Expansion-related Dispossession in Brazil (Yes or No), 2004–10*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Accumulation by Dispossession (the lower the figure, the higher the ABD in the state in general)</th>
<th>Nature and Existence of Dispossession in Pulp Investment Areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planting on Peasants expelled/agrarian reform land occupied</td>
<td>indigenous or afro-Brazilian territories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahia</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>Yes¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Espírito Santo</td>
<td>2.907</td>
<td>Yes⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maranhão</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>Yes¹¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mato Grosso do Sul</td>
<td>2.057</td>
<td>Yes¹⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minas Gerais</td>
<td>1.261</td>
<td>Yes¹⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pará</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>Yes²⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraná</td>
<td>10.085</td>
<td>No²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rio Grande do Sul</td>
<td>28.180</td>
<td>Yes²³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Paulo</td>
<td>4.556</td>
<td>Yes²⁷</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes and sources:

1. Responsible companies Veracel, Fibria and Suzano; location extreme south of Bahia; thousands of peasants expelled and agrarian reform impeded (*Kröger and Nylund*, 2012).


3. A Quilombola man killed by the armed security force of Fibria in 2010.

4. Source: *Koopmans (2005).*
5. Thousands of hectares of Atlantic rainforest cut down by Verace (ex-Veracruz) in the 1990s (Fase et al., 1993).

6. Responsible company Fibria (ex-Aracruz); author fieldwork 2004–9; see also De’ Nadai et al. (2005); MMA (2005).


8. Indigenous people beaten by police at the orders of Aracruz (thirteen were wounded in 2006); Quilombos mistreated by the police (Ferreira, 2009; http://www.cddh.com.br).


11. Main company Suzano, located in the Imperatriz and Baixo Parnaíba regions; observation of peasant exodus and agrarian reform impediment during fieldwork (March 2011).


13. Suzano was not involved in this activity, according to fieldwork (March 2011). The ‘no’ in this and other cases does not necessarily signify that no such events have occurred; it means that nothing was observed in the field or reported in the material covered in this research.

14. Rural population and state authorities reported Suzano would be cutting rainforest in some places.

15. Pulp expansion and agrarian reform impediment at Três Lagoas, main companies Fibria, International Paper (Kudlaviz, 2011) and Eldorado Paper under construction, owned by JBS-Friboi, a Brazilian meat company.

16. Main companies Cenibra and International Paper; over 60% of the state’s municipalities have long had tree plantations, with severe land conflicts related to rural exodus (MMA, 2005: 118–68).

17. Quilombos expelled (see MMA, 2005).


20. The parliament recommend that company Jári, located at the border with Amapá state, return 370,000 hectares of occupied lands to communities (MMA, 2005: 39).


22. The data did not reveal that Paraná would have had considerable expulsion of peasants by pulp eucalyptus in the past years; the main company is Klabin, and its mills are small-scale.
23. Tens of thousands of hectares of agrarian reform land (already marked by state authorities) occupied together by Aracruz and Votorantim (now Fibria) and Stora Enso; expansion located in the southern half of the state (pampa).


26. Planted eucalyptus on fragile pampa areas (fieldwork observation, May 2008; also Miola, 2010).

27. Several communities displaced; agrarian reform made difficult; plantations located close to the state capital (MMA, 2005).


Within the pulp industry, Bahia, Espírito Santo and Minas Gerais show the strongest signs of primitive accumulation, with all five sub-categories of the process active during the observation period. Expansion by pulp companies in Rio Grande do Sul, Pará and Maranhão showed mid-range primitive accumulation, with three or four of the five signs observable. Even though high in general ABD terms, Maranhão and Pará did not experience notable pulp plantation expansion between 2004–10, which may explain why only three of the five specific signs of pulp-related dispossession were present. However, the situation has changed since 2010, with massive new investment in Maranhão (and the neighbouring states) by Suzano. In São Paulo two signs were active, in Mato Grosso do Sul one, and in Paraná none. These three states also have a more balanced distribution of corporate access between owned, rented/partnership/outsourced plantations (39 per cent, 42 per cent, and 52 per cent, respectively) than the states where more numerous signs of primitive accumulation were observed (Bahia = 26 per cent of total eucalyptus land rented or outsourced; Espírito Santo = 24 per cent; Minas Gerais = 29 per cent). This suggests a correlation between corporate land concentration and primitive accumulation and dispossession.

Dispossession was influenced by the large-scale investment style and by context. In the states with fewer signs of primitive accumulation, the context of plantation expansion was important: in these areas, there were fewer (or no) indigenous and afro-Brazilian communities to dispossess, and less native vegetation to be replaced in the flat fertile land of these pulp project areas. With the exception of Paraná and Pará, in all the other cases investment was on a large scale — projects larger than 800,000 tons of pulp per year, requiring at least 80,000 ha of eucalyptus plantations, plus a similar amount in conservation areas which are thus blocked for other uses by rural populations.

**PRIMITIVE LAND ACCESS: DYNAMICS AND CONSEQUENCES**

**Contentious Expansion**

Across Brazil, forest companies are still expanding into dubious land tenure areas such as state lands (*terra devoluta*) and planting eucalyptus; however, these companies are now increasingly finding themselves involved
in land conflicts with resistance movements and the dispossessed wanting to reclaim or redistribute these state lands. Traditional populations want their lands back, supported by some state institutions within the now democratic Brazil, though the conservative and authoritarian-minded — such as the Ministry of Agriculture and Ministério da fazenda and both Military and Federal police forces — side with the companies. The federal government and state institutions have a complex role vis-à-vis tree plantations, as state institutions represent contradictory platforms of interest mediation. The main cleavage point is between a technocratic developmental ideology relying on massive corporate–state investment as the promoter of development and a grassroots ideology emphasizing local democracy and agro-ecological human capital and livelihoods to preserve the model of accumulation without dispossession (Nylund and Kröger, 2012).

According to Oliveira (2011), about 60 per cent of Brazilian rural 'properties' do not have legal titling: these are illegally held and fenced lands, and legally belong to the state. Large tracts of land used for eucalyptus monocultures probably fall into this category of state land; however, it is hard to prove correct titling, as this relies on accounts of local citizens forced out of their lands, on company accounts, or on haphazardly and confusingly collected state or government data. Even so, some advances have been made by progressive prosecutors and movements within this area (Kröger, 2011).

The state, particularly in the form of state-owned companies, facilitated the flow of land and nature (natural resources) from communities to corporations. According to locals, the firm Aracruz cut tens of thousands of hectares of Atlantic rainforest in Espírito Santo in the 1970s. In 1992–3, Veracruz, predecessor of Veracel and at the time a subsidiary of the Odebrecht Group, also felled thousands of hectares of forestland. Locals and activists from the NGOs Fase, Greenpeace and Ibse took aerial photos, gathered personal accounts from locals, logging company contracts and other documents to demonstrate that between 1992 and 1993 Veracruz cut extensive areas of Atlantic forest within the 47,000 ha area Veracruz had acquired in 1991 from the Brazilian iron-ore company Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD, now Vale). The data were assembled by the NGOs into an extensive dossier (Fase et al., 1993) and used as a legal document. CVRD, state-owned until 1997, was a central agent in almost all eucalyptus expansion areas, playing a key role in facilitating the conversion of state forestlands into ITP concessions operated by charcoal and pulp companies. This relationship still continues today (under Vale), for example in Maranhão, where Vale sold tens of thousands of hectares of eucalyptus plantations to Suzano, agreed to transport the pulp by the railroads it operates, and defended the pulp company against resistance.

Besides environmental destruction, dispossession and repression of small-scale farming, debt slavery and other 'modern' forms of slavery that are dominated by the financial logic of capitalism still exist in the Brazilian countryside. Companies such as Jarí, Votorantim (now called Fibria), Suzano de Papel e Celulose (the second largest maker of paper and cardboard products in Brazil), Eucatex (the fourth-largest wood products company) and Ripasa Celulose (the fifth largest paper producer) have been accused of enslavement within the paper and pulp industry (Rose, 2005: 224–5). However, most cases of slavery are related to the production of charcoal in the northern pig-iron milling regions of the country.

The expansion of tree plantations is still subject to brutal violence and occasional murders. In February 2007, Antonio Joaquim dos Santos was murdered by an armed guard of the French–German steel producer and tree planting company Vallourec and Mannesmann (VM), on a eucalyptus plantation certified by the Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC) in Minas Gerais. Antonio Joaquim dos Santos was a thirty-two year-old agricultural worker from the Canabrava community, which had been dispossessed of its land and denied access to basic natural resources through the expansion of tree plantations since 1975. ‘Seizing Antonio Joaquim, the two armed guards hired by VM, known as C and J de Casmina, tied him up, hit him and fired two shots into his mouth in front of his daughter’, according to a communiqué on 27 February 2007 by the Alert against the Green Desert Network (WRM, 2007), the most vehement opponent of tree plantation expansion. The company Aracruz, currently Fibria, has also been involved in manslaughter cases: the armed security force of Fibria killed a local villager, a young afro-Brazilian man from a Quilombola community, in Southern Bahia in March 2010 after he collected firewood from the plantation (Socio-Environmental Forum of the Extreme South of Bahia and the Alert against the Green Desert Network, 2010). The Quilombola community had been excluded from its lands by pulp companies which did not allow traditional wood collection on ‘community lands’ to continue after enclosure of the eucalyptus enclaves on these former community holdings (Ferreira, 2009). In terms of ethno-territorialism, pulp companies have been accused of racist attitudes towards indigenous and afro-Brazilian communities, which is evident in many company practices and director discourses (Ferreira, 2009; Myllylä and Takala, 2010).

As a consequence, many (but not all) pulp companies face growing resistance: Veracel is currently experiencing the most pressure (see Kröger, 2011). The company claims to have incurred severe losses due to twenty-seven current occupations of their land: opponents claim the land is state land and illicitly occupied by Veracel. For example, on 4 April 2011, the landless movements occupied another land area allegedly owned by Veracel, cut down eucalyptus trees and blocked the company’s access to a wide area of fibre urgently needed to run the mill.26 These conflicts are having an increasingly direct impact on business profits.

The Baixa Verde camp of the MLT (Movement for Land Liberation) near to Eunápolis is another example. In the 1960s and 1970s, the area’s forestland was cleared and settled by cattle ranchers, wood loggers and small-scale tenant farmers, and part of the land was registered as private property. However, the land had *terra devoluta* status, that is, it was state land to be used for parcelling for farming families, as later confirmed by the relevant authorities of Bahia, the Coordination of Agrarian Development (CDA). In 2000, the alleged owner, Veracel, forced the settlers to move and the area was planted with eucalyptus.27 Eucalyptus plantations were quickly extended to the settlement lands. By 2006, the area was completely occupied by eucalyptus, which had even been planted on a communal cemetery, without the required permits and without respect for the local community. All the villagers’ houses were demolished and the residents were forced to live in poor urban conditions. MLT coordinators united desperate families ready to return to the countryside, and during a ‘blitz’ occupation in November 2008, the locals returned and took over the area where the company grew eucalyptus. Black plastic bag shelters housed dozens of families, waiting for the return of lands which, having officially been declared as state land, could not be appropriated by the company for its own use. According to the CDA, the land in question (Fazenda São Caetano, an area of 1,333 ha) does not belong to Veracel, even if the company alleges it does: this state land is to be delivered back to the farmers in the form of a settlement.

THE FINANCIAL LOGIC OF EXPANSION AND EXCLUSION
Not all tree plantation expansion involves dispossession, corruption, repression, slavery and murder. Some expansion occurs in the form of business transactions where land changes hands through markets, although some ‘proprietors’ (land grabbers) sell their land to pulp companies illegally.

In the early phase of expansion during the military dictatorship, outright fraud in land sales was common, and the main reason for smallholders to sell was the promise of getting legal land titles promised by brokers. There has been a constant effort since the dictatorship to seduce rural families to move to cities: the ‘brokers’ involved typically argued that life would be better in the city, particularly for the children. They offered to take care of the whole process, legalizing land for dwellers that had a right to it by law, but in fact stealing land by demarcating a smaller area for the families than they actually had rights to, and then selling the stolen land to pulp companies. If there were no legal documents showing land ownership, the ‘right to use’ land was sold. If the rural dweller did not want to sell the ‘right to use’ land and plant on it, then the company asked for land directly from the state (Ferreira, 2009).

In the area where Veracel is situated, as in most other expansion areas, large unproductive landowners used (and still use) the arrival of the pulp company to liberate themselves profitably from the historical burden of land grab, turning the grabbed land into cash by selling it and thus escaping the risk of land appropriation. Usually, the act of selling land is legally endorsed, even though the land might be state land. It was beyond the scope of this research to gather sufficient information from the thousands of smallholders who had sold their lands in the expansion areas to analyse systematically the reasons for contemporary selling: however, the few interviews gathered illustrate individual reasons for selling, and these are discussed below. Those most aware of the rural exodus phenomenon, such as public officials and rural organization leaders, were interviewed to get a general picture.

Some of these small-scale sellers, as well as rural workers whose tenant relations with the large farms where they used to live and work are severed when the owners sell lands, end up in landless camps or settlements, although most find themselves in urban *favelas*. No official records exist of their numbers, but visiting dozens of urban and rural peripheries in almost all eucalyptus-expansion areas allowed for personal observations, and interviews illustrated the causal mechanisms. Some sell their land because they want to, and understand the results of the decision, i.e. the difficulty or impossibility of returning to the land as a farmer. Others sell because life becomes increasingly difficult for them, isolated in a sea of silent eucalyptus trees, as often happens in pulp and charcoal investment areas. In charcoal areas, pollution is another reason to move out, and complaints about water depletion were documented by the author at almost all rural communities close to eucalyptus.

For people whose neighbours have moved out, the pressure to follow is great. The main theme that surfaced in the fieldwork was the same as in the 1970s and 1980s: farmers were seduced to sell their land for the sake of a better future in a city, particularly for their children, rather than on a farm which is increasingly surrounded by walls of eucalyptus and with fewer neighbours and public services. This domino effect was the main reason for ‘voluntary’ contemporary selling. Tree plantation companies recognize this: they benefit from a domino mechanism of buying one farm and then waiting for the others to fall. The effect is revealed in the personal histories of people faced with eucalyptus plantations in their area. Many rural residents do not want to live next to eucalyptus plantations, as they perceive them to be ugly and potentially dangerous. People are
concerned that the pesticides and fertilizers used will spread to their lands and water, and that eucalyptus offers excellent hideouts for criminals. Eucalyptus is aesthetically ugly to many and is associated with subordination. For the local MST activists, the plant represented ‘multinational companies with money’ and ‘capital, which condemns’, and the monoculture is seen as a ‘Babylon of capital’. Rows of orderly trees blocking the extended view do not fit traditional pastoral ideals.

Besides the isolation, a further reason for selling land to companies is debt. Farmers take extensive risks on ‘Green Revolution’ agriculture, where financial logic rests uneasily with the volatility of agriculture. Soils may erode and the intensive use of fertilizers and herbicides (often demanded by lending institutions) harm the land; as a result, farmers’ incomes drop, and they often become bankrupt; banks then foreclose on the lands, and the plantation industry buys them. The debt problem is intensified by Brazil having one of the world’s highest interest rates, which means that farmers have little time to look for the best offer when the downturn comes. In comparison to agribusiness, the access to credit for non-corporate agriculture is still limited, even though the Ministry of Agrarian Development has given more credit to small-scale farmers since the mid-1990s (Wolford, 2010).

Exclusion by Rising Land Prices

Driven by the financial logic of cost minimization and productivity maximization, pulp companies buy, rent and outsource lands through technologically developed methods. The productive variables in the establishment of eucalyptus plantations include not only land, but also water availability. There are many such issues that need addressing; technical personnel appear more aware of these and more willing to look for solutions than company directors, who are cautious about their public image and try to hide any kind of misconduct. ‘We have to be more conservation-minded’, said one unnamed technician working as a planner for land access for Stora Enso, a Finnish–Swedish paper company.

Yet a rise in land prices is causing a pre-emptive barrier to land distribution attempts. Land prices in Brazil have soared dramatically. In 2006, the land price in Bahia's eucalyptus zones was four to six times higher than a few years previously. Field research interviews with company officials and locals revealed that land prices rose from 200 reais per hectare to 6,000 reais per hectare in pulp project areas in the ten years up to 2006. Companies are willing to pay this (if they cannot get the land for free by grabbing), as they need all possible land within 100 km of the pulp mill; beyond this area, the logistical costs are much higher for the corporations. It is this financial-technical logic that sets the tone for investment, not the demands of local populations. According to paper bosses and engineers, it is cheaper for companies to build a large pulp mill in one location, reaping economies of scale in saved steel and machinery costs: the mill can be expanded later, creating even more intensive monoculture landscapes.

According to a local NGO (Research Centre for the Development of the Extreme South of Bahia, CEPEDES), the municipality which experienced the greatest rural exodus in Brazil in 2005 was Eunápolis. Land prices there have increased ten-fold, according to ASPEX, the local organization of eucalyptus contract growers. Thousands of small-scale farmers became unemployed and migrated to cities in 1992–2005 due to Veracel’s land acquisitions and the construction of the factory (fieldwork observation, June 2004; Koopmans, 2005). In general, in many places across Brazil large-scale land acquisition during the past decade rendered family-sized
and medium-sized food-producing agricultural units unviable and made agrarian reform difficult, if not impossible, as the state land reform agency could not compete with industry in the buying of land.  

In the 100 km perimeter around pulp projects, land reform and tree plantations struggle for good land, not because land is lacking, but because increases in the price of land mean that landowners, principally cattle ranchers, are unwilling to sell their land for INCRA's agrarian reform at the lower price offered by the state. The prospects for land reform are further weakened by the introduction of temporary and outsourced wage work that fosters the creation of rural landless would-be workers instead of a peasant class controlling or owning lands, based on family and collective farming. Sassen (2010) argues that in primitive accumulation traditional capitalism are destroyed to transnationalize natural resources. In the mix of market-based agrarian policies and violent forms of land access that are the hallmark of the advance of Brazilian eucalyptus primitive accumulation, landless populations are the losers as the financial logic offers corporations more room to manoeuvre.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The advance of eucalyptus is an example of the current phase of global capitalism, which is dominated by financial logic and exploits resource peripheries (Sassen, 2010), a process Harvey (2003) calls accumulation by dispossession. The rise of agribusiness and new pulp investments provide empirical evidence to support the claim that Brazilian land is increasingly considered a financial asset, especially in the government and business sectors but also in many rural communities, through the sale of land. Corporate land access and expansion take place through a mixture of violence and financial mechanisms, most of which lead to capital accumulation through direct or indirect dispossession of traditional communities.

Fast-wood expansion is carried out by traditional forms of primitive accumulation (in which peasants are expelled, commons enclosed, alternative modes of wood production suppressed, neo-colonial type settings such as free-trade areas established, and even slavery used in some cases), as well as by new mechanisms of accumulation by dispossession (in which tree variants are cloned and patented, the need of rural and industrial labour is minimized through mechanization, and major state and multinational banks support the process by lending to large-scale corporations or investing in resource extraction that either directly or indirectly displaces traditional forms of capitalist and non-capitalist communities). There have been isolated attempts in Brazil to promote accumulation without dispossession, but it is hard to see how they could succeed without considerable changes to the agrarian structure, government/corporate policies, the general political economic dynamics behind industrial plantation expansion, and the expansion model in which the majority of land is corporate-owned or controlled. Entrenched power relations in rural Brazil have instead contributed to the strengthening of primitive accumulation via new mechanisms of accumulation by dispossession, providing a coherent explanatory framework for contemporary plantation expansion.

Systematic comparison of pulp eucalyptus expansion across Brazil, the presence or absence of five signs of primitive accumulation, and general data on land prices and differences in corporate land access type (Tables 1 and 2) suggest there are differences across contexts and/or companies. Signs of accumulation by dispossession were in general more common than their opposite, i.e. accumulation without dispossession. The large-scale monoculture-based pulp investment model correlated with primitive accumulation. The lower the pasture land price in the state, the higher the dispossession of rural populations has been. The context heightened the
impact: in general, the more companies outsourced or rented land instead of directly owning it, the fewer signs there were of primitive accumulation. However, even though this could imply wider distribution of income and decreases in accumulation by dispossession, a more detailed look at the specifics of partnership and contract eucalyptus farming is needed in order to track particular causalities and developmental gains or opportunities. In many places, contract planting has been a middle-class business strongly controlled by companies, with peasants excluded or lacking autonomy.

The eucalyptus industry is exerting growing power over markets, national governments and states. Companies such as Stora Enso are such large players that they can create markets through constructing huge pulp mills, such as Veracel: as one wood supply executive from Stora Enso expressed it, 'I am the market'. The new Brazilian pulp giant Fibria has considerable power in Brazil, as have had the steel giant Vale and local land markets, in the expansion of eucalyptus monocultures. The state plays a key role in giving preferential land titles and access to eucalyptus companies instead of peasants. Despite broad electoral campaign support from the pulp companies, however, Brazilian state actors do not totally favour industrial plantations. This is partly explained by the companies’ own mistakes in running plantation operations and advocating the expansion of plantations in dubious ways, as shown by several disastrous cases. Yet, there is still room for things to get worse: the push by companies to make environmental legislation more flexible is constant (Miola, 2010).

The dangers represented by eucalyptus expansion accompanied by dispossession of rural populations, violence, environmental degradation, and decreasing employment are clear, and speak to a wider global phenomenon. In the words of Li (2011: 296), ‘the truncated trajectory of agrarian transition in much of the global South, one in which there is no pathway from country to city, agriculture to industry, or even a clear pathway into stable plantation work that pays a living wage, is the crucial scale at which to review the land grab debate’. A patch of would-be eucalyptus monoculture land which remains in the hands of a peasant or indigenous tribe is a crucial safety net in the context of global capitalism where off-farm jobs that pay a living wage are scarce. This context both explains, and promises, increasing resistance. Meanwhile, plantations will continue to expand around the country.

Footnotes

1. This is due to the rest of the world becoming increasingly reliant on Brazilian commodity and agricultural production. Brazil ranks first in the export and production of several food commodities, such as orange juice (80 per cent) and ethanol (51 per cent), and ranks in the top four for the export and production of many other commodities (USDA, 2005).

2. Industrial plantations are defined as large-scale, non-family farms of four rural modules or larger. The size of rural modules varies according to municipality and state; four rural modules is maximally 440 ha, but more typically 20 ha.

3.
Brazil is the primary country globally in the planting of short-rotation *Eucalyptus grandis* and hybrids (Cossalter and Pye-Smith, 2003: 7).

I have argued elsewhere that the reason for this continuing state support to 'national champions' such as pulp companies is that the Brazilian government has engaged on a strategy of neo-mercantilist capitalism, as a way of increasing the clout of the most powerful national economic and political groups in the international political economy (Kröger, 2012).

The main field research and interview areas and periods were: Southern Bahia (June 2004; July 2006; June 2008; April 2011); Southern Rio Grande do Sul (May 2008); São Paulo (September 2006; June 2008); Eastern Rio de Janeiro (March 2004); Pará (September 2005; March 2007; February 2011); and Western Maranhão (March 2011). Most attention was paid to Bahia, the state with most tree plantations (527,000 ha in 2010) and Rio Grande do Sul, which represented the most ambitious expansion plans in 2006–8. Minas Gerais and Mato Grosso do Sul were not covered by field research.

Accumulation without dispossession can also be accumulation through productive investment, which still relies on individual ownership and labour exploitation (albeit to a lesser extent than primitive accumulation), even though forceful expulsion of peasant populations does not occur.

See the CPT website: [http://www.cptnacional.org.br](http://www.cptnacional.org.br)

A prevalent land acquiring mechanism — and the cause of many Brazilian land conflicts — is *grilagem* (illegal land grab), in which a *grileiro* falsifies documents to illegally appropriate land. The *grileiro* is normally a powerful patron with a prominent political, legal and economic position. *Grileiros* use different names and register smallholdings as individual farms, even though they belong to one family or enterprise and thus form a *latifúndio* farm (Asselin, 2009).

CPI is a principal way of doing politics and investigating wrongdoings in Brazil, and is the focus of major political debates.

Although there were some large state projects as well, such as the Projeto Grande Carajás in the Eastern Amazon (Asselin, 2009).
Most plantations in Brazil are within a 100 km radius of the mill; shipping of pulp is cheap in comparison to paper.

Row spacing, planting techniques and forest management have raised productivity in Brazil from 14 to 40 cubic meters per hectare per year between the 1970s and the present (Piketty et al., 2009: 181).

The 1996 Law of Kandir (Lei Complementar No. 87/96), passed to boost exports of commodities earning hard currency for Brazil, decreed that pulp companies do not have to pay the ICMS taxes (a tax on the circulation of goods and services), which is one of the principal revenue sources of Brazilian state government budgets (Joly, 2007: 41).

Information provided in company annual reports and compared by Nylund and Kröger (2012), suggests a typical profit margin for a new pulp venture of about 40 per cent. According to Lyytinen and Nieminen (2009): 'In 2008 the Veracel mill [joint venture of Stora Enso and Fibria] made EUR 123 million in profits, before interest, write-offs, and taxes. This was an astounding 43 per cent of the EUR 238 million turnover of Veracel'.

In practice, governments have offered extensive incentives and eased land access for entrepreneurs to establish tree plantations (Bull et al., 2006).

Capital inputs were minimal for landowners, given the banking arrangements whereby they received loans for silviculture with no borrowing costs (0% interest rate). The costs to the landowner would relate to the capital in the land purchase or the opportunity costs of capital. The rates of return for pine were lower because pine trees have a longer rotation age and lower yield.

The MMA has been one of the few state institutions, along with the Public Ministry and the Ministry of Agrarian Development, that have at some times and in some places been critical towards the expansion.

The statistics on annual lending by BNDES are publicly available at: http://www.bndes.gov.br/SiteBNDES/bndes/bndes_pt/Institucional/BNDES_Transparente/Estatisticas_Operacionais/setor.html. The Bank calculates the annual expenditure of resources from the BNDES System by sectors, including the paper and pulp industry.
Bracelpa is the lobby organization of the paper and pulp industry in Brazil, with a website offering data freely. The figures it gives are based on information it has received from its member companies. Thereafter, the figure does not include all eucalyptus expansion in Brazil (non-member companies and charcoal eucalyptus are excluded).


The last rural census in Brazil was conducted in 2006.

There is a wide variety of alternative practices offered by the latter group, some more 'socialist' in orientation (such as MST, the Brazilian Landless Movement, settlements) and others more 'green capitalist' (such as forest communities and their advocates wishing to capitalize on standing forest through the carbon markets). The dynamics and blurring of the lines between peasants and agrarian capitalism are also present in other sectors, such as biofuels. For _Fernandes et al. (2010):_ 816, even though some agrarian reform communities have benefited from entering into agrarian capitalism through agrofuel projects, the state/industry–peasant relation is still hegemonic, as ‘no single production or nutritional policy in Brazil today has been developed in conjunction with or left under the administrative control of peasant organizations’. In the case of eucalyptus plantations, attempts to incorporate peasant communities as producers have been rare, and have either been resisted outright, interrupted by state authorities as violating settlement legislation, or have failed in other ways. Most non-corporate tree plantation capitalism is carried out by middle-class, middle-sized farmer entrepreneurs closely tied to the industry. For further discussion on the cleavage between traditional communities and developmentalist projects, see Zhouri (2010).

After denunciations, the Minister of the Environment at the time, Fernando Coutinho Jorge, blocked the project from turning Atlantic forest into eucalyptus plantations, demanding that the federal environmental agency conduct studies prior to restarting the project. However, the state agency delegated the task to a private forestry consulting company, the Finnish Jaakko Pöyry, which, unsurprisingly, found no problems, and the project continued (Silvestre, 2008).

This paragraph is based on interviews and field research in the area in March 2011.

Interview with Felício Pontes, Federal Public Prosecutor, Pará, Belem (March 2011).

Interviews with residents of the MLT Baixa Verde camp (26 March 2011).

Interviews with Arnoldo and Eduardo Prado, medium-scale landowners and eucalyptus cultivators in Veracel's outgrower programme (26 March 2011); interview with the coordinating prosecutor Silva Neto, Eunápolis (27 March 2011).

However, smallholder land selling constitutes only a few per cent of the overall land acquisition by companies, according to almost all those interviewed (activists, public officials, industry representatives, contract eucalyptus farmers): the main mechanism is large-scale land transaction involving cattle ranchers and possession of public lands.

Interviews with landless movement militants, Eunápolis (June 2006).


Interview Rio Grande do Sul (May 2008).


Between 2006 and 2008, land prices in Brazil increased due to the general commodity boom in world markets. In the south of Brazil, where three new huge pulp projects (Stora Enso, Votorantim, Aracruz) started to buy land for eucalyptus, land prices rose by 43.3 per cent. In the south-east, prices rose by 36 per cent, and in the north-east by 43.9 per cent ([Reuters News, 2009](http://newsreuters.com)).

Interviews with trade union leaders at the STR Eunápolis (2006).
Interview with Ivonete Souza, CEPEDES, Eunápolis (June 2008); also extensive research by Souza and Overbeek (2008).

Interview with Mozar Dietrich, Superintendent of INCRA in Rio Grande do Sul (May 2008).

Based on research of public election financing data offered online by the Supreme Electoral Tribunal (http://www.tse.gov.br), all pulp companies financed political campaigns in the 2006 elections. After adding up the sums from the official Supreme Electoral Court statistics, Aracruz donated a total of 5,523,353 reais (about US$ 2.8 million in 2006) to representative candidates in the 2006 elections and Votorantim Celulose e Papel S/A made donations of 1,657,379 reais (about US$ 840,000 in 2006).
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